
Asset performances During
Fed Policies

Federal Reserve (FED) has a mandate to "promote effectively the goals of maximum employment, 
stable prices, and moderate long term interest rates". As the Fed changes its Policy Stance the 
out performance in Factors of investment changes. We shall explore this in more detail.
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During low growth and disinflationary periods, FED reduces its target interest rate effectively 
increasing the money supply. When FED cuts interest rates, investors earn less on their bond 
investments. Further lowering rates makes borrowing cheaper which encourages consumer spending,
thus increasing effective demand. During this time, Growth stocks are expected to outperform the 
overall market

Growth Stocks

Generally, Inflation and Interest Rate tend to move in the same direction as interest rates are the 
primary tool used by the FED to control inflation. When there is a situation of high inflation, FED 
hikes Interest Rates. Higher interest rates increase the borrowing cost for the consumers and earnings
for investors. Consumption reduces due to higher finance cost for the consumers, thus reducing 
effective demand and hence controlling inflation and subsequently reversing it. In this situation, 
Value stocks are expected to provide superior returns.

Value Stocks

Typically, excess liquidity in the system creates froth in selective sectors as money is routed in them.
Fed notices those froth and tries to control it by signaling rate hike to suck in the excess liquidity.
Logically, policy signaling should keep investors away from those growth sectors/stocks & consumers
to reduce consumption. However, our historical analysis shows us the opposite (refer to the examples 
below). During this period, consumers increase consumption in an anticipation of consumption basket 
inflation and investors bid up the asset due to price inflation thus creating a reflexive loop fueling 
further momentum into the leading sectors/stocks. Those froth pockets (Momentum) would continue 
to do extremely well on the FOMO factor turning into a bubble and lasting till it bursts. Momentum 
stocks I sector are expected to provide superior returns. 

Momentum Stocks
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Let us look at periods where momentum has created bubbles.

a) 1998-2000:Tech/Dotcom bubble.
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In 1998, FED increased the rates from 4.75 to 5 % and further to 5%-5.25% in the year 99. Inspite 
of the rate hike in the above example we saw a rally in NASDAQ during the same period of time.
During 1997-98 interest rates remained flat for most of this period, FED reduced its target interest
rate on Sept, 1998. During this loosening period as mentioned above growth stocks — Technology
stocks outperformed the broader markets. subsequently in the years 1999 to 2000, the FED 
increased rates yet the Nasdaq upmove continued, the momentum of the earlier period continued 
as mass expectation of continued rally became reflexive and turned into a bubble only bursting by 
March 2000.

b) 2005-2007:Real Estate Bubble.

Right through 2005 - 06 FED hiked policy rates from 2.25% to 5.25% .Despite of increasing rates
the momentum in Real Estate sector continued till first quarter 2007 effectively turning into a bubble.
As per the study, United States housing bubble was a real estate bubble affecting half of the United 
States
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Disclaimer

Investments in securities are subject to market risks. There are no assurances or guarantees that the 
objectives of any of the Products will be achieved. The investments may not be suited to all categories
of investors. The value of the Investment can go up or down depending on various market factors. 
The past performance of the Investment Manager does not indicate the future performance of the 
Products or any other future Products of the Investment Manager. Investors are not being offered any 
1guaranteed or indicative returns through any of the Products. The names of the Products do not in any 
manner indicate their prospects or returns. The Investment Manager is not responsible or liable for any 
loss resulting from the operations of the Products/ Investments. Each Investment will be exposed to 
various risks depending on the investment objective, investment strategy and asset allocation. Please 
read PPM Document for AIF before investing. 
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